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ABSTRACT
Three years from its initial design review, NanoSail-D successfully deployed its sail on January
20th, 2011. It became the first solar sail vehicle to orbit the earth and the second sail ever
unfurled in space.
The NanoSail-D mission had two main objectives: eject a nanosatellite from a microsatellite;
deploy its sail from a highly compacted volume and low mass system to validate large structure
deployment and potential de-orbit technologies. These objectives were successfully achieved
and the de-orbit analysis is in process.
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This paper presents an overview of the NanoSail-D project and insights into how potential
setbacks were overcome. Many lessons have been learned during these past three years and are
discussed in light of the phenomenal success and interest that this small satellite has generated.
NanoSail-D was jointly designed and built by NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center and
NASA's Ames Research Center. ManTech/NeXolve Corporation also provided key sail design
support. The NanoSail-D experiment is managed by Marshall and jointly sponsored by the Army
Space and Missile Defense Command, the Von Braun Center for Science and Innovation and
Dynetics Inc. Ground operations support was provided by Santa Clara University, with radio
beacon packets received from amateur operators around the world.
INTRODUCTION

and transmitting its radio, telling everyone it
was alive, but no one was listening. Finally,
the ground team received and decoded the
signals.
NanoSail-D2 was operating as
designed. NanoSail-D2 unfurled its sail on
January 20th, 2011.

Almost three years ago the first NanoSail-D
flight unit was launched into space.
Unfortunately the Falcon-1 launch vehicle
failure in August of 2008 caused another
setback in the history of solar sailing. The
first NanoSail-D mission was over and the
backup flight unit was put into cold storage.
NanoSail-D had joined the Planetary Society’s
Cosmos-1 as the next solar sail vehicle to not
make it into space.

This paper presents an overview of the
NanoSail-D2 project and insights into how the
team overcame many of the setbacks along the
way. Many lessons have been learned during
these past three years and are discussed in
light of the phenomenal success and interest
that this small satellite has generated.
NanoSail-D2 achieved its goals and became
the small satellite that could!

Fast forward to December 2010.
The second NanoSail-D flight unit had
overcome its own obstacles and was launched
into space aboard the Fast Affordable Science
and Technology SATellite (FASTSAT).
Although NanoSail-D2 was not the first to
deploy a sail in space, that honor belonged to
JAXA’s Ikaros; it was to be the first sail
vehicle to orbit the Earth. After commanding
the FASTSAT satellite to begin the ejection
sequence, the initial data received indicated
that NanoSail-D2 had ejected. Unfortunately,
upon further analysis and data received from
the satellite-tracking operators, there was no
new object in the orbital path of FASTSAT.
Evidently, something had gone wrong and
NanoSail-D2 was stuck inside the P-POD
mounted on FASTSAT.

PROJECT INCEPTION
The NanoSail-D project owes its existence to
previous work performed under the NASA InSpace Propulsion (ISP) technology project.
This project produced two competing large
sail design projects.
Each of the two
competing design teams produced a 20m x
20m scalable solar sail system and deployed
the sail in the Plum Brook Station vacuum
chamber at NASA’s Glenn Research Center.
Unfortunately, the solar sail in-space
propulsion project was terminated and the
hardware from these demonstrations placed
into storage.

Forty-two days after it was commanded to
eject, the stuck NanoSail-D2 unit freed itself
from FASTSAT and entered orbit by itself.
The small satellite was now orbiting the Earth
Alhorn
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research satellite. Consequently, at this time,
cubesat satellites were becoming more
prevalent and thus the CubeSail project was
started at MSFC. The primary goal of this
ambitious project was to deploy a small solar
sail in a 3U cubesat form-factor in low earth
orbit.

University (SCU) in California operated the
mission control center. The California
Polytechnic State University (Cal-Poly)
manufactured the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital
Deployer (P-POD) and assisted in testing the
satellite. Design-Net engineering provided
launch integration support.

The CubeSail team formed in May 2007 and
together with the company NeXolve
Corporation, a division of ManTech
International Corporation, the conceptual
design of CubeSail started to develop. The
CubeSail design effort continued until late
2007 when the team was offered a slot to
launch the sail subsystem on the upcoming
third launch of the SpaceX Falcon-1 rocket in
2008. The team partnered with NASA’s Ames
Research Center (ARC) and the NanoSail-D
project commenced. The greatest challenge
for this effort was that the team had to design,
develop and deliver the sail deployment
hardware to California by the end of April
2008 for integration and testing of the satellite
components.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The NanoSail-D team was given the authority
to proceed and the design effort commenced
in the first week of 2008. In less than two
weeks the team developed the basic design
and layout of the satellite system. Over the
next two months, the team would finalize the
design and begin manufacturing of the system
components. Testing of early prototypes
would be important to verify the deployment
concept.
Key to the success of this rapid project would
be the ability to integrate the various
components from the partners located in
separate areas of the country. Two main
interfaces were identified as the electrical and
mechanical interfaces.
The development
methodology was to allow the individual
partners to operate and design as
independently as possible while being
constrained by the two simple interface
requirements.

TEAM FORUMULATION
To reduce costs and to deliver the system on
schedule, NanoSail-D was designed using as
much leftover hardware from previous flight
and non-flight projects as possible. The sail
material for NanoSail-D was harvested from
one of the ISP solar sail programs. Ames and
its small satellite contractors provided the
electronic bus from leftover GeneSat
hardware, updated the internal software to
operate NanoSail-D and led this initial
NanoSail-D mission.

The electrical requirement was primarily
defined by the existing capability of the Ames
GeneSat bus. The GeneSat bus had much
more functionality that was needed for
operating the NanoSail-D system. Thus, the
bus electronics were simplified to reduce
power consumption and provide the necessary
power to deploy the panels and the sail. No
new electrical functions needed to be
developed.
Electrical redundancy was
considered, but not technically feasible due to
the existing capabilities of the GeneSat bus.
Therefore, the NanoSail-D electrical interface
requirement was a simple schematic on a
single letter size piece of paper.

NeXolve designed and manufactured the
NanoSail-D sail deployment system. The
Rotorcraft group at the University of Alabama
in Huntsville (UAH) provided the electronics
for the sail activation Interface board (SAIB).
In addition, UAH performed the nanosatellite
structural analysis. Gray Research provided
key technical support and the Santa Clara
Alhorn
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The NanoSail-D mechanical interface
requirements were similar in that the existing
GeneSat design dictated the physical
connections. A single mechanical plate was
the structural interface between the GeneSat
bus and the sail subsystem. Although this
design method is not mass efficient, it allowed
the team to work independently and thus
simplified the interface.
It was very beneficial, that prior to the
NanoSail-D development project, an existing
team had some time to work through the
preliminary sail deployer design.
A
preliminary computer model existed for the
sail subsystem from the CubeSail effort. Thus
a rapid prototype was quickly generated to
verify the concept. Also, using the solid
model, an early engineering unit was
manufactured to understand the dynamics and
ability to deploy a sail. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are
pictures of the first sail sub-system
engineering model and the initial sail
deployment.

Figure 2: Initial Sail Deployment Unit

Figure 1: NanoSail-D Sail Sub-system
Engineering Model
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A critical component of the NanoSail-D
design was the booms, which pull the sail off
the sail spool and support the fully deployed
sail. As shown in Figure 1, the initial
prototype utilized carpenter tapes for the
booms. Unfortunately, carpenter tapes exhibit
a phenomenon by which the tape will buckle
if the load is too great. If this were to happen
in orbit, the sail would lose its structural
integrity and collapse. This behavior is
exhibited in the third panel in Figure 2. The
carpenter tape booms cannot support their
own mass and therefore are bending off the
edge of the table.
NeXolve engineers knew about a novel type
of boom developed by the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) in Albuquerque, NM.
The AFRL Triangular Rollable And
Collapsible (TRAC) boom had the stiffness to
deploy and support itself and the fully
unfurled sail. Figures 4 and 5 are pictures of a
TRAC boom sample. It was not known if the
booms could be manufactured in time for
integration and testing.
Therefore, an
alternate design proceeded in parallel utilizing
the TRAC booms. Less than a month before
shipment, the TRAC booms finally arrived.
The TRAC booms were quickly incorporated
into the flight system and deployment testing
started.

Figure 5: AFRL TRAC Boom – End View
Several boom deployment tests were executed
and the system performed as expected.
Another crucial test was to determine if the
system would operate after random vibration
and ascent vent testing. These tests were
performed less than a week before the system
was shipped to Ames for integration. The
final deployment test would determine if
NanoSail-D would be ready on time. After a
successful deployment test, the NanoSail-D
flight unit was repacked and readied for
shipment to Ames. A second backup unit was
also quickly assembled and together the two
systems were transported to California. Figure
6 is a picture of a completed flight sail
deployer sub-system. (Note the four panels
and the Kapton bumpers, which keep the sail
from billowing and contain it during launch
and ejection from the P-POD.)

Figure 4: AFRL TRAC Boom Sample

Alhorn
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Sail Activation
Interface Board
(SAIB)
Boom Deployer
Mechanism
10m2 Sail (Plastic
wrap removed during
final assembly.)
Panel Doors with
Kapton Bumpers
Figure 6: NanoSail-D Sail Deployer Sub-System
At Ames, the two NanoSail-D sail deployer
sub-systems were integrated with their
respective electronics buses.
The bus
electrical systems were interfaced with the sail
activation interface board (SAIB) and
functionally tested. These tests were carefully
performed so that the panels and booms did
not accidentally deploy at Ames. If the sail
deployed, there was no capability at Ames or
time to repack the sail and reset the unit for
flight. Both units successfully passed all
functional and environmental tests. Two
weeks after the units arrived in California,
both NanoSail-D units were pronounced ready
for flight. Figure 7 shows the two NanoSail-D
units ready for flight.

a perigee of only 330km. Because the perigee
was so low, NanoSail-D would have
experienced very high atmospheric drag and
thus the orbital lifetime was estimated to be
only 2-4 weeks.

Figure 7: NanoSail-D Flight Units

FIRST LAUNCH ATTEMPT

This short orbital lifetime greatly affected the
NanoSail-D design.
Since the orbital
timeframe was short, a decision was made to
operate with only the power from the onboard
batteries. The need for solar cell recharging
was resolved to be unnecessary. It was
initially determined that using batteries alone,
the satellite would operate in a stowed

In August 2008, the NanoSail-D flight unit
was launched aboard the SpaceX Falcon-1
rocket from Kwajalein Atoll in the South
Pacific. One of the unfortunate aspects of this
particular Falcon-1 third launch was the
insertion orbit for NanoSail-D. The orbit was
highly elliptical with an apogee of 685km but
Alhorn
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condition for 3 days. These three days
allowed the team to obtain a base set of
keplerian orbital parameters prior to sail
deployment.
Once the sail opened, the
satellite did not need much power reserves.

placed into storage. NanoSail-D joined the
Planetary Society’s Cosmos-1 as another
failure in solar sailing history.
THE SECOND MISSION: NEW LIFE
About a year later, the FASTSAT team was
being formed to design, develop and deliver a
new type of cutting edge microsatellite on a
low cost budget. The payloads consisted of
three scientific experiments and three
technology demonstrations. One of these
demonstrations was the ejection of a
nanosatellite
from
the
FASTSAT
microsatellite. The FASTSAT project was
based at MSFC, therefore it was envisioned
that NanoSail-D would be selected to ride
aboard FASTSAT. To be included on this
mission, NanoSail-D had to be accepted by
the Department of Defense’s (DoD) Space
Test Program (STP) and present to the DoD
Space Experiments Review Board (SERB).

Since power was an issue, operation of the
onboard radios would also be affected. The
ham radio beacon would be used to track the
satellite during the mission. This beacon
would send out a packet of information once
every ten seconds which aided in the
conservation of power. The S-band radio on
NanoSail-D would allow the ground team the
ability to deploy the sail from mission control.
Unfortunately, the S-band receiver also
consumed too much power, so it was only
turned on after the deploy sequence had
attempted to deploy the sail. This operational
scenario gave the satellite electronics only 2448 hours of life after the sail had deployed.
At 20:00 CST on August 2nd, 2008, SpaceX
started the engines for the third launch attempt
of the Falcon-1 rocket. A minor glitch
occurred and the engines stopped.
The
SpaceX team refueled and recycled the launch
sequence and about an hour later the rocket
left the launch pad. As the rocket sped toward
history, there was a problem with the
separation event between the first and second
stage. Unfortunately, there was not enough
delay time between the first stage burnout and
the separation of the second stage. Thus,
remaining fuel in the engine propelled the first
stage after separation and it contacted the
second stage. This caused an uncontrollable
situation and the rocket launch was
terminated. The rocket fell with NanoSail-D
still inside and was lost in the South Pacific.

One qualification for acceptance as a SERB
payload is to be sponsored by a DoD program.
The Space and Missile Defense Command
(SMDC) at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville,
AL agreed to sponsor NanoSail-D and the
SERB application process was started. The
NanoSail-D project presented its application
to the mid-SERB panel in April 2009. Soon
after, the panel gave the approval for
NanoSail-D to be included on FASTSAT for
the STP-S26 mission.
The S26 mission was to launch out of Kodiak,
Alaska aboard an Orbital Sciences Corp.
Minotaur IV rocket. FASTSAT was one of
three secondary payloads on the Multiple
Payload Adapter (MPA). In addition, two
other nanosatellites were to be ejected from PPODs on this mission as well. Finally, an
experimental upper stage was included on this
mission as well.

The team briefly attempted to quickly
integrate the backup NanoSail-D unit for the
fourth launch of the Falcon-1 rocket but the
turn around timing was too short. The Falcon1 fourth launch was successful though. The
backup NanoSail-D was returned to Ames and
Alhorn
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Refurbishment and More Problems

spool had wedged itself into a position that
prevented rotation. Upon further analysis, the
bushings were out of tolerance and thus, the
boom spool was able to lift up and jam itself
in an unmovable position.

Since the backup NanoSail-D flight unit had
been in storage for almost a year, it was
unknown whether or not the TRAC booms
would retain the energy necessary to extend
and deploy the sail. Therefore, it was decided
to return the sail subsystem to NeXolve for a
deployment test. The engineers at Ames
disassembled the electronics bus from the sail
payload and shipped the backup sail deployer
subsystem to Huntsville.

The bushings were redesigned and
remanufactured. The mechanism components
were cleaned and refurbished to the original
specifications.
The sail subsystem was
reassembled and the sail deployment test was
performed again. This time everything
functioned nominally and the sail deployed as
designed. Figure 8 is a picture sequence from
the deployment test after refurbishment.

While the engineers at NeXolve waited to
begin testing the sail subsystem, the team at
Ames performed additional testing on the bus
electronics.
The bus electronics were
connected to a SAIB development unit. The
Ames team tried to perform a 3-day mission
simulation test. During the test, the beacon
would start transmitting and the system
software would reset. It was determined that
the bus had a slow power drain that was
greater than anticipated. This situation would
have caused the bus to run out of power too
soon on orbit.

It was still unknown if the new bushing design
was going to work after vibration and shock
testing. The sail subsystem was integrated to
the bus simulator and the test article was into a
P-POD. After the vibration tests, the satellite
was removed from the P-POD and inspected.
Everything was intact and the shock test
performed.
The shock test was completed and the sail
sub-system was inspected again. Upon
opening the P-POD door, it was immediately
evident that the panel door retaining line had
severed. Again, the system was examined to
determine the cause for the anomaly. After a
quick failure investigation and analysis, it was
concluded that the panel retention line had
been improperly routed and thus caused the
condition whereby the line had caught on a
sharp corner and severed during the shock
test. This situation would be easily remedied
by verifying the retention line routing during
final assembly.

This power problem needed to be rectified.
The Ames team decided to remove all
unnecessary loads on the battery while in the
off condition. The parasitic load was reduced
to only 40-50 microAmps. This extended the
time after the final battery charge while the
satellite was waiting to be launched and
ejected on orbit. Additionally, the Ames team
also discovered that a second battery pack
would fit into the bus. This extra power
would further extend the off time and thus
gave the team more confidence that sail would
be deployed when commanded.

The NanoSail-D2 flight sail subsystem was
placed on the deployment table fixture and the
final ground deployment test performed.
When the command switch was activated, the
sail opened as expected. The sail subsystem
had been refurbished and was ready for flight.
The design would survive launch and operate
as planned on orbit.

Concurrently, the engineers at NeXolve
performed the sail deployment test. When the
current was applied to the deployment
mechanism, the sail did not deploy. The
boom deployer mechanism was stuck would
not turn. After disassembling the deployment
mechanism, it was determined that the boom
Alhorn
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Integration and Final Tests
In February 2010, the sail subsystem was
shipped to Ames for final integration. The bus
electronics were reassembled to the sail
subsystem and the unit was ready for final
testing. An abbreviated functional flight test
was necessary to ensure that the system would
operate on orbit. When the unit was turned
on, the beacon starts transmitting to verify that
everything
was
operating
nominally.
Unfortunately, no beacon signal was received
on the hand held radio receiver. The test setup
was rechecked and the radio receiver was
functional. The NanoSail-D2 power switch
was released again and still, no beacon signal
was heard.
The team disassembled the bus electronics
from the sail payload. While removing the
backup battery pack, the radio receiver picked
up a beacon transmission.
Somehow a
mounting screw was the cause for the
interruption. Upon reinserting the screw, a
visible short was observed and the beacon
stopped transmitting. The second battery pack
had mounting screws that were too long. One
screw had pierced a wire inside the battery
pack, effectively shorting the power and
turning off the system. Analysis of the battery
pack schematics indicated that a shorting
circuit was in place for this failure scenario.
The battery pack was therefore in good
condition and the pierced wire replaced. The
final functional tests were repeated and
everything proceeded nominally.
The NanoSail-D2 unit was ready to ship to
Alaska for integration into the FASTSAT
satellite. At the launch integration site in
Kodiak, the batteries were charged for the
final time. The post-ship functional test was
successfully performed on the unit.
Everything appeared to be nominal and
NanoSail-D2 was integrated into the
FASTSAT P-POD.
Figure 8: NanoSail-D2 Deployment Test
Alhorn
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Finally in Space

It is critical to ensure that NanoSail-D2 would
not recontact with FASTSAT after ejection.
Orbital analyses indicated that the FASTSAT
ACS system had to maintain the pointing
vector in a wide ±80 degree cone to prevent
recontact.
For simplification, this cone
specification was reduced to ±15 degrees.

On Friday, November 19th, 2010, the STPS28 Minotaur IV rocketed into the sky to
deliver its payloads to orbit. All the satellites
aboard were successfully placed into their
respective orbits. FASTSAT was orbiting the
earth with NanoSail-D stowed safely in its PPOD. Figure 9 is a pictorial of the original
planned timeline of the NanoSail-D2 mission.

In addition, the FASTSAT mission control
team determined it was not feasible to eject
NanoSail-D2 while FASTSAT was in direct
communication with a ground station. The
ejection event details would be recorded and
then retrieved on a later communications pass.
Therefore,
NanoSail-D2
would
be
autonomously deployed by FASTSAT.

Initially, FASTSAT verified its systems and
scientific payloads were in good condition. In
about seven to ten days, all the FASTSAT
systems were confirmed to be operational.
Once the attitude control system (ACS) was
characterized, NanoSail-D2 would be ejected.
It would be more than two weeks after launch
until the time came for NanoSail-D2 to be
ejected from FASTSAT.

Figure 9: Original NanoSail-D2 Mission Timeline Plan
Alhorn
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At 21:00 CST on December 6th, 2010, the
command was given to start the NanoSail-D2
ejection sequence. The ejection event had to
occur in a specific timing window to allow the
SCU mission control in California to have
multiple communication opportunities with
NanoSail-D2. The FASTSAT ACS team
expected the ejection of NanoSail-D2 to spin
the FASTSAT satellite.
The onboard
FASTSAT ACS system would then dampen
out the spin post ejection and allow the parent
satellite to again communicate with the
ground.

control the satellite. Unfortunately, the torque
rods could not impart enough force to shake
NanoSail-D2 free. Another possible solution
was to command the FASTSAT satellite to
spin in order to throw NanoSail-D2 clear.
In the meantime, the FASTSAT mission
control team started to focus on the other
payloads that were waiting for their turn to be
operated. NanoSail-D2 was placed at the end
of the priority list. Maybe, at the end of the
FASTSAT mission, the team could try to
solve the problem. This would be 6-8 months
away and might be too late. The possibility
existed that the onboard batteries would expire
before the team could attempt to free
NanoSail-D2.

On the pass after the ejection command was
initiated, the FASTSAT Mission Operations
Control (MOC) in Huntsville, AL retrieved
data from the FASTSAT satellite. This data
showed that the P-POD door had opened and
that the satellite had experienced a small
response due to the commanded ejection
event. This data led the NanoSail-D2 and
FASTSAT teams to believe that NanoSail-D2
had apparently ejected. Unfortunately, the
team did not receive any indication that
NanoSail-D2 was transmitting its beacon
signal. Something was definitely wrong.

72 HOURS THAT MADE HISTORY
January 17th, 2011 was the Martin Luther
King Jr. holiday and both the FASTSAT and
NanoSail-D2 team members were off from
work. The FASTSAT satellite had been
placed in an unattended operational
configuration. This configuration allows the
operators to take time off while the spacecraft
operates autonomously.

The Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC)
was also monitoring the event. JSpOC is
responsible for tracking all objects in space
and was highly interested in the ejection of
NanoSail-D2 from FASTSAT. The next day,
the NanoSail-D2 team asked the JSpOC if any
new object had been located in the FASTSAT
orbital path. Their reply was negative. This
confirmed that NanoSail-D2 was stuck
somehow inside the P-POD. In the brief
history of cubesats, no CubeSat has ever failed
to be ejected from a P-POD once in orbit.

Unknown to everyone, something was
happening in space: NanoSail-D2 was in the
process of freeing itself from its restraints.
That evening, at approximately 21:00 CST,
NanoSail-D2 shot away from FASTSAT.
The next morning, the FASTSAT MOC had
trouble initially contacting the satellite and
finally downloaded the data from the previous
weekend. The team noticed an anomaly had
occurred and started to investigate the
problem. Solar panel voltage and current
sensor data was different that from any
previous timeframe. The analysis suggested
that the satellite experienced a sudden
spinning and then gradual slowing of the
spacecraft. This was the exact condition that
the spacecraft would have experienced after
ejection of NanoSail-D2.

The FASTSAT and NanoSail-D teams started
a failure analysis investigation of the event.
Many probable causes were postulated, but
there was very little data to determine the
exact problem and possible solution.
FASTSAT had three magnetic torque rods to
Alhorn
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A call to JSpOC the next day confirmed the
team’s hypothesis. There was another object
being tracked in the orbital path of FASTSAT.
The JSpOC operator indicated that the object
had separated from the FASTSAT satellite at
approximately the same time as the anomaly
occurred on January17th.

range, Mr. Hamoen could still hear the beacon
transmitting.
As NanoSail-D2 continued to track on its
orbital path there would be very little chance
for someone to receive the data right away. It
was late at night in the United States and the
satellite was going over the South Pacific.
Very few amateur operators were available in
that region. In Inuvik, Northwest Territories,
Canada a couple of amateur operators were
following the progress of NanoSail-D2 on its
Twitter feed. John Boudreau, VE8EV, and
Nelson Eisel, VE8NE, were waiting for their
turn to receive and decode NanoSail-D2’s
signal. As the satellite tracked over Northern
Canada, Mr. Boudreau and Mr. Eisel were
actively listening and ready to decode the
beacon signal. They captured the signal and
translated the data for two successive beacon
transmissions. The data sets were relayed to
SCU mission control and the NanoSail-D
team in Huntsville. Both teams verified the
data as authentic and the data indicated the
sail had deployed.

NanoSail-D2 was indeed free. Now, the team
needed to determine if NanoSail-D2 was
operational.
It was providential that the NanoSail-D2
orbital path would track right over Marshall at
17:00 CST that very evening. The team
quickly enlisted the Marshall amateur radio
club, WA4NZD, to listen for its beacon signal.
As the radio operators tuned the radios to the
correct frequency, the NanoSail-D2 team
members listened for the beacon signal. A
small screech was heard over the background
radio noise. Ten seconds later, the next
transmission was much louder and obviously
the NanoSail-D2 beacon signal. The amateur
radio operators at MSFC were the first to
receive and decode the beacon transmission.
There was no mistake. NanoSail-D2 was alive
and operating as designed.

The following day, JSpOC operators
confirmed what the team had expected. The
sail had indeed unfurled. The NanoSail-D
mission had accomplished its goal of
deploying a sail in low-Earth orbit. NanoSailD2 had done it!

Since the satellite had ejected on the 17th, it
was due to unfurl its sail the next evening:
only 28 hours away. The team quickly
notified the SCU mission control center. SCU
would send the backup deploy command in
the event that the onboard timer system failed
to operate.

ACHIEVEMENTS
NanoSail-D2 continued sending data for only
a short time afterwards. Its onboard batteries
expired in only 12-24 hours after the sail
deployed. The entire free flying powered
lifetime of the satellite was less than 100
hours. From ejection to loss of power, the
mission control team at SCU received 469
data packets via the amateur radio community
from 11 different countries. Mission data was
displayed on the NanoSail-D Dashboard3.
Figure 10 is a screen capture of the dashboard
display.

As the time approached, NanoSail-D2 would
be tracking right over Europe when the sail
was timed to unfurl. In the Netherlands,
another amateur radio operator, Henk Hamoen
(PA3GUO) was anxiously awaiting the
beacon transmissions. The beacon data would
change right after the sail deploy event to
indicate success. Mr. Hamoen received and
recorded data from the pass, but unfortunately,
he missed recording the deployment event.
As the NanoSail-D satellite passed out of
Alhorn
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NanoSail-D2 Mission Dashboard
Mission Time Since Ejection
118 Days 17 Hrs 29 Min 41 Sec

Mission Phase
~ 5:25 pm PST 11/19/10
2215 PST 12/5/10
1900 PST 1/17/11
1900 PST 1/20/11
0554 PST 1/21/11
L + ~100 days

Pre-Launch
Launch
Inside FASTSAT
Ejection Window Open
NanoSail Ejected
Sail deployed - full comms
Sail deployed - no power
De-orbit

STATUS: NanoSail-D ejected on 1/17/11 at approximately 1900 PST.
Beacon data was routinely received throughout the world from 1/19-21/11,
and telemetry indicates that the sail deployed on schedule. The satellite is
now believed to be out of power (which is expected).
STAY TUNED FOR UPDATES - We will be monitoring the satellite's deorbit over the next few months, and we will post any available visual
photographs of the satellite, which are being collected by the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center mission team. And we're brewing up a de-orbit
competition, so stay in touch!
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Featured
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Tracking NanoSail-D: 469 packets from 11 countries submitted to date

Courtesy NASA

- Amateur radio operators can submit beacon packets here.

O/OREOS Ops
O/OREOS Ops
O/OREOS Ops

NANOSAILD
1 90027U 0
11133.36521305 +.00062658 +00000-0 +58864-2 0 01882
2 90027 071.9738 113.2293 0036013 258.9376 100.8683 14.93096807016919
FASTSAT
1 90023U 0
11039.46088004 +.00000108 +00000-0 +23432-4 0 00750
2 90023 071.9760 323.0349 0017901 166.4010 193.7654 14.76481965011868

On-orbit mission control for the NanoSail-D2 mission is being provided by the students, staff and faculty of Santa Clara University's Robotics Systems Laboratory.
NanoSail-D2 Dashboard Page Views Since 11/13/10:

Figure 10: NanoSail-D Mission Dashboard
As of this writing, the satellite continues to
orbit the Earth and is slowly decreasing in
altitude. There have been many NanoSail-D2
observations from people around the world as
the satellite treks across the dark sky. Mr. R.
Vandebergh in the Netherlands captured what
is believed to be the first picture of NanoSailD2 from the ground4. Figure 11 is a frame
from the video that he captured. The diamond
shape of the sail is clearly visible but no
identifying features can be identified.

more opportunities to capture detailed images
of the satellite as it decreases in altitude.

It is expected that the satellite will reenter the
Earth’s atmosphere and disintegrate in six
months to one year after its sail opened.
During the time, astrophotographers will have
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Figure 11: NanoSail-D2 Photo
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NanoSail-D2 is the first satellite to open a sail
in low Earth orbit and was the first
nanosatellite to be ejected from a
microsatellite.
Combined with the other
FASTSAT
payloads,
NanoSail-D2
is
providing valuable data for scientists and
engineers about the nature of how the upper
atmosphere influences drag on satellite orbital
re-entry. Future satellite de-orbit mechanisms
are currently being developed based upon its
design. In addition, the functionality of the
extendable TRAC boom technology has been
validated.

happen and it is important to take advantage
of those opportunities.

LESSONS LEARNED

Nanosatellites and cubesats can perform big
functions. There is much to be learned in
small steps and these miniature satellite
concepts sometimes have impacts for larger
platforms. The NanoSail-D2 project has
inspired people around the world. Students in
the United States and in other countries have
written papers about this technology and some
have presented the technology at science fairs.
Science directors at several museums have
expressed interest in the technology to help
further educate the public. NanoSail-D2 has
even inspired an individual in Japan to
generate a comic strip about the little satellite
that could!

WHAT’S NEXT
Future solar sail vehicles are being actively
developed. The Planetary Society’s LightSail1 has similar design as compared to NanoSailD6. The European CubeSail project in nearing
completion and will be ready for flight soon7.
Large sail vehicles are currently being
proposed and the NanoSail-D principal
investigator is actively designing a next
generation sail vehicle called FeatherSail-28.

There have been many lessons learned from
the initial trials and tribulations to the success
of the NanoSail-D project. These lessons span
the entire development process: from concept
formulation, design, mission operations and
public outreach.
The first and most basic lesson is that reusing
space hardware is definitely possible and
reduces development time and costs. Another
lesson for rapid development is to define
simple interfaces and clear roles and
responsibilities.
Being able to work
independently allows the development teams
to maximize effort in the given timeframe. It
also is crucial that last minute additions and/or
changes need to be carefully and thoroughly
examined. Even a single screw can set back a
project.
Another lesson learned, is to make sure that all
data has been received before announcing
results. It is important to get it right the first
time. In addition, finally making it to space is
not the end; there is much to do after
accomplishing that phase. The mission is not
complete until all data indicates the contrary.
Also, engaging the public in supporting the
project pays in huge dividends. There are
many individuals who can help achieve the
projects goals. Finally, second chances do
Alhorn

Figure 12: NanoSail-D2 Comic Strip5
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